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Large-scale lignite strip mining and related power generation . . 

developrnent in a predorninantly agricultural region of central 

Poland has brought about important changes in the socio-econo

mic and natural resources environment. It therefore had becane 

necessary to generate and analyse potential policies for cop

ing with these changes and their consequences, regarding, in 

particular, agriculture. Within a range of studies on geology, 
land reclamation, hydrolQgy, etc., carried out for the above 

problem, a modelling study was also undertaken, meant for poin

ting out the possibilities efficiency and directions of agri

cultural development under given changed environmental co~di

tions, and for suggesting policy options securing ch_osen deve

·lopment directions. 

1. Regional characteristics. 

The area in question is located in central Poland. It is 

characterized by traditional family farming, with farm sizes 

equal to Polish averages, that is small, and little diversi- · 

fied production based upon rye, potatoes and milk. Soils are 

light and precipitation is low. Forest area is slightly lower 
that the national average, and wood quality is not too high. 

· Industry is much less developed than in. most of the sur

rounding areas. There areno important urban centers, no uni

versity tradition. In fact, this region was, but for a short 
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period, a second-rate Poland throughout history, although it 

always was in its geographical centre. 

Delirnitation of the area considered is defined by the in-

·flueace of a large-scale lignite strip mining and power gene

ration related to it. There is a number of such influences,en

vironrnental, econ_ornic and social. · Sorne of them shall be cornmen

ted upon further on. Each of them has a different geographical 

stretch. 

Ideally, in delirniting the area of concern, one would take 

into account all the geographical stretches of various influen

ces exerted by the strip mining and related developrnents. Ada

ptation of sucha strict approach, however, would require:quan

tification of all the influences over the geographical space, 

deterrnination of appropriate thresholds of influence and spa

tial aggregation. This seems to be quite a formidable task. 

Ii is, therefore, convenient to take certain proxies in 

order to represent the region. Thus, Fig.1 shows the maximum 

area of the envisaged groundwater table drop resulting from 

strip mining of at least 1 meter, as located against the local 

(voivodship) administrative bo.undaries. This area shall be re

ferred to as "groundwater crater". Since the rest of the Piotr

ków voivodship, in which approx. 85% of the creater is located 

does not differ substantially in its featurea from the crater 

area, therefore some of the characteristics given at - the begin

ning of this section are illustrated with data for the Piotrków 

voivodship in Table 1 (Piotrków voivodship may, for some purpo

ses, be also taken as a proxy for the region in question). 

When assessing the data of .Table 1 one should remember 

that Poland is a flat central European country, relatively even

ly deyeloped, with the most industrialized and densely popula

ted areas surrounding the Piotrków voivodship. 

2. Strip mining and related developments 

Pola~d is devoid of oil resources and has quite limited 

gas fields and therefore, to a large extent, Polish energy is 

oriented towards coal. Poland is, besides that, traditional 

exporter of anthracite, which is treated as a financially very 
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Fig.1. Schematic view of the maximum area of the envisaged 

grc;,und.water level decrease ·of at least 1 meter 

voivodship boundaries 

boundary of the groundwater drop area 

E ~ strip mine, actual and planned 

Table 1. Some indicators relating Piotrków voivodship to 

Polish averages 

Polish Piotrków voivodship 

Item average average as % of natio-
nal average 

1. Urban population 
share 59.1% 43.1% 73% 

2. Population density, 
persons per sq. km 115.3 97.8 84.8% 

3 • . Employment in state 
economy per 1000 
inhabitants 333 301 90.3% 

4. Value of capital -
assets per capita, 
in 10~ zlotys 214 207 96.7% 

5. Global value of 
annual state-con-
trolled productian 
per capita, in 10 3 

zlotys 66 57 84.4% 
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important export item. In conditions of shrinking coal resources 

and ' increasing costs of exploitation it becomes expedient tofin:l 

and put in operation new reserves. Luckily enough, the Central 

Plain, stretching from the Rhine beyond the Vistule has in its 

upper part several rich lignite fields. These lignite fields are 

exploited as strip mines in FR of Germany, German DR and Poland. 

The opencast mine in question in one of the biggest in 

Europe. Its depth reaches 300 metres while the total length will 

near 20 kms. It is composed of two parts, of which only the first 

. one is new in operation. The first part is supposed to contain 

more than 10 9 tons of lignite, while the second - a little rnore 

than 0.5 • 10 9 tons. It is ~nticipated that, under the presently 

assurned operation conditions, the lifetime of the whole mine 

will reach approximately 40 years. Most probably, after the ope

ration is finished, some 80% of the mine surface shall be cove

red by lakes. Meanwhile, the "brown hole" draws water frorn the 

surrounding aquifers. 

In the vicinity of the mine a lignit~-fueled power plant 

_is in operation. Its capacity is 4200 MWatts. Another power plant 

is planned to . start generating when the second part of the rnine 

starts producing coal. The capacity of .the other po~er plant is 

envisaged at 1500-2100 MWatts. 

Direct employment in power generation and mining is envi

saged to grow in the next few years from the . present 5 thousand 

to 8 thousand. This would account for approximately 10% of the 

overall voivodship's industrial ernployment and proportionately 

more for the direct influence area considered. 

The "groundwater crater" surface is new approaching 450 sq 

kms. Its envisaged maximum is 1300 sq. kms. (Compare wi th 6250 

sq. kms of the whole Piotrk6e voivodship). 

3. Agriculture 

As mentioned, regional agriculture is relatively little 

diversified and technologically traditional. Rye, potatoes and 

fodder crops make up for most of the .cultivated area. Permanent 

grasslands occupy, typically for Poland, about 15% of the whole 

agricultural surface. In sorne parts of the region vegetable and 
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fruit cultures become mare important. Livestock breeding is not 

very intensive nei ther. It is less-feed-oriented, i. e. , for in

stanc~, more towards milk (dairy cows) than quick meat (hogŚ, 

poultry). Soils are relatively poor, sandy and clayey for the 

most part. Average annual precipitation - approximately 55-58 c:rns. 

Same important indicators describing the position of local 

agriculture are given in Table 2. To the picture thus forrned one 

shoulą add three important remarks. -It should be empasized firs~ 

that in spite of its low intensity and traditional character 

this local agriculture is an important net food exporter to other 

regions. Besides that, this traditional agriculture is, with 

respect to many resources - exception land and labour - very 

efficient. This feature enables subsistance of this sector in 

conditions of a heavy underinvestment. Third, it must be reme-. 

mbered that at present agricµlture is still providing jobs and 

incomes for quite an important share of regional population, 

someplaces exceeding even 50%. 

Two comments are due on the numbers given in Table 2. They 

concern items 2. and 10. Farm size >15 hectares indicates the 

greatest private farm category in Polish statistics. On the 

other hand it is a widely·accepted conviction in Poland that a 

farm can secure appropriate income and development capacities 

(closeness to market, start up capital .for installing highly 

specialized production etc.), if it is at least 10 hectares 

large, with appropriate spatial organization. This, it seems, 

quite applies to the regional situation considered, for there 

is only a very limited' farm subpopulation who can afford e.g. 

construction of greenhouses in order to sell vegetables or flo

wers in agglomerations some 60 kilometers away. Thus, the mar

gin shown in Table 2 represents, provided all necessary resour

ces are there and economic situation does not change sharply, 

the farms which can ensure jobs, adequate income and economic 

resilience. It can be estimated that the total of such farms 

in the region does not exceed, under the present economic situa

tion, some 35-40% of . all farms. Other farms secure income lawer 

than national average and do not allow importi=lnt investments to 

be made. 
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Piotrków voivodship 

I t e m Polish 
average as % of 

average national 
average 

L Cereal net yield, in 
tons per hectare 2.6 2.2 85% 

2. Potato net yield, in 
tons per hectare 17.7 16.5 93% 

3. ~at tle n_umber, per 
100 hectares* 67 60 90% 

4. Milk production, in 
tons her hectare 0.87 1.03 118% 

5. Meat production, in 
tons per hectare 1. 6 1. 4 87% 

6. No. · of tractors per 
100 hectares 3.7 2.8 76% 

7. Share of agricultural 
area in private fanning 74.9% 92.5% 123% 

8. Average surface of a 
private fru:m** in hectares 5.0 4.7 94% 

9. Surface share of private 
fanns above 15 hectares 5.7% 2.3% 40% 

10. Share of pop.llati.on in 
post-prcducti.ve age 11. 8% 13.8% 117% 

Table 2. Some indicators relating the Piotrków voivodship 

agriculture to Polish averages. 

* here and further on: hectares of the overall agri

culture area 

** this indicator errs on the lower side, since "farms 11 

having surfaces 0.5 to 2 hectares are also accounted 

for. 
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Item 10. of Table 2, although it applies to the whole 

of local population, has special bearing on agriculature. 

It is sufficient to compare Item 1 or _Table 1 with the darain to 

see the cónnection. Rural population there is an old one, 

at least in Polish terms. 

4. P~oblem structure 

rhere are a number of regio~al effects resulting from 
introduction of the large strip mining ·and power generation 

developments into the region in question. The most important 

of ·them may be listed as fellow~: 

1. Agricultural land appropriation and landscape changes, 

2. Employment in industry, _ 

3. Diversion of labour from agriculture, .. 

4. Lack of wąter and "groundwater crater", 

5. I_ncreased personal income, 

6. Crop decrease, 
7. Ecological deteri9ratio~, . 
8. Crop quality decrease . .,. · 

9. Changes in human environment. 

Fig. 2 shows schematica.lly interrelations between various 

aspects of the r~gional system, resulting frÓ~ introduction of 

the development in question. 

It can be noticed that -"Changes in human environment" 

(effect 9.) do not appear in Fig.2. -This .is . caused by the wish 

to keep the diagram possibl.y clear, .and by the ·fact -that ases

sment of this eff,ect is highly subjective. 

Two generał remarks on Fig.2 are due. First, while the 

generał outline of interrelations. is .as presented, .the actual 
course of events depends as much on the speci.fic strength of 

these relations and on the -magnitudes of causing phenomena. 

And that is just where the discussion centres. Of ma.in actors 

on this strip mining/agriculture scene all do agree · that sucłr 

-and-such effect (may} exist, but, in reali~y .•• For the sake 

of this introductory paper asswne there are just two actors: 

local agriculture, as represented by _the voivodship department 
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-------...!:+ __ _.; a.gricultural \+ 
pro du ction ~ a~icu 1 tural 

income 

Fig.2. Interrelations among some aspects of the regional 

development/agriculture interface 

("\_) ---- causal links 

)--·• links subject to decisions 

of agriculture, and mining and energy, as represented by ·the mine 

management. 

Thus, for instance, the mining side says that although it 

is true that: the 11 brown hole 11 had already conswned several 

villages, deprived tens of others of their wa.ter, destroyed 

soil and changed landscape on a certain surface, it is nevert

heless . also true that appropriate compensations were paid, 

water supply organized and land reclamation set up. Furthermore, 

they say, thl:? .. groundwater crater" is not as of now having any 

significant effect upon the crop yield in area, emissions from 

the power plant are by far less pollutant-charged than it was 

envisaged, and, on the top .of all that, agriculture is not 

using the very valuable by-products of both mining and power 
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generation, p:roper as fertilizers and in generał for soil im

provement. 

Opinions of the other side do, naturally, differ guite a 

lot from those. 

Besides., however, the question of evaluation of the preseńt 

outcomes of the dynamical system sketched in Fig.2, there is the 

problem of the long-term perspective. _The mining, as .mentioned, 

will"-_go on for approximately 40 years. -This implies a long-term 

dynamics, whose characteristics are shown in Fig.3. 

intensity of the 
procees 

lignite prodDction 

····· ·· .. 
········•-.ł.: ~.:::-------~ 

,,,.,, ·················· 
,, 

,,,,. , 
,,; 

start of 
-~1_:°ing 

· ... groundwa ter level . . . . 

' .. >•: addi tiona 1 
,, ~ ejployment 

---
end of time 
mi~i?g 

Fig-3. Long-term processes decisive for the regional dynamics. 

Thus, it becornes obvious that the effects listed have to 

be taken in the analysis o~r the whole cycle of development. 

For the sake of this presentation it should be mentioned that 

althóugh some of · the effects may have a reversible character, 

e.g. groundwater level in the vicinity of the mine, most of 

them are hardly·, if at all, reversible. 

Groundwater will approximately return, to its previous 

level when the rnine is abandoned and let to be f illed wi th 

water. In fact,· some areas may even become rnore humid than 

before. Soil quality, however, will in some places (e:g. peaty 

areas) deteriorate in an irreversible manner. For the best 

soils, which can ·thus deg·enerate, located either within the 

mine or cloŚe to it, it may tum out cost effective to tran

sport them to other locations or use it for greenhouses. Po

llution will certainly diminish at the end of the cycle, but 
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its consequences shall linger quite sorne time . afterwards. 

Within the dornain of socio-economic effects, if abandon

rnent of agriculture occurs on a greater _scale, so that neither 

labour force, nor productive infrastructure can any longer be 

found afterwards, a return, if wished, may be difficult. (Note 

that abandonment itself inflicts large social costs of income 

and job provision, as well as production substitution and 

transportation increases.) On the other hand the most practi

sed reforestation policy, in view of ecological conditions, 

may prove quite inefficient during the cycle. 

Thus, a problem arises of securing a smooth and loss

minirnizing change during the cycle, and a feasibility of a 

return, . if wished, afterwards. The policies undertaken should, 

of course, not be incompatible with a possibie profile shift 

of the region. 

In the actual decision· process a comprornise was reached, 

according to which the mining operators were obliged to both 

supply water to villages located next to the "brown hole", and 

pay the direct rnining damage cornpensations to farmers. Addi

tionally, an important overall compensation was -to _be paid by 

mining ·and energy to voivodship authorities with the ,purpose 

of introducing special agricultural operations and policies. 

5. Regional agricultural policy model 

·Whether this -region will remain in the future agricultw:al 

or not, the problem structure, as seen now, is centered around 

agriculture, for both the developrnent cycle and afterwards. 

In creation of _agricultural policies related to the deve

lopment in question the voivodship authorities may activate 

their proper policy (e.g. zoning, infrastructural instruments, 

certain supplies), highly augmented by· the mining and energy 

cornpensation. Because of the complexity o~ situation the aut

horities have contracted a modelling study oriented at produc

tion structures and policies rela ted to regional agricul ture _. 

It should · be mentioned that, in view of the magnitudes of 

envisaged changes a number of other studies were also under

taken. These studies concerned geological and hydrological 
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systems, soil changes, crop yield sensitivities, farm econornies 
etc. In particular, _certain studies related to · crop yield and 

farm organization and economy were undertaken and are continued 

within the Field Research Station of the Environmental Engineer

ing Institute. Owing to these studies the data set necessaryfor 

the agricultural model construction was in fact ready prior to 

model development. 

-. The regional ' agricultural policy and production structure 

model · is meant for analysis of medium-term development alter

natives, for chcice ~f best structures .and for . evaluation of 

conditions of agricultural operations and changes. The time · 

horizon of the model results from its linear form. In fact, it 

is an LP construct„ relatively detailed allo~ing qu.ite precise 

balancing of resources and products. Thus, the model can pre

sently help in policy setting for the initial stage of the cy

cle, taking into account such effects of mini_ng developme.nt as 

labour force _d~version from agriculture_, water deficit, _land 

availability decrease and crop yield decrease; and _their con

sequences (Fig.2). Hence, the model can represent most of the 

processes related to . the develop~ent/agriculture interface. 

Furthermore, if the model is run for the end-of-cycle scenna

rio, it can also be used for long-term policy analysis. In - · 

order, however, to obtain an internally consistent end-of-cyćle 

scenario, anpther, dynamie model would have to be developed 

and run. _ 

Model structure and functioning 

_The model, called fo.rthei"'ón SEMORA B, res ul ting from a 

series of previous w~rks on the subjec~, see Albegov et al. 
(1982), Owsiński (1982)°, Straszak et al. (1982), is construc

ted as a two-level LP problem. The lower level, composed of 1 · 

submodels, represents individual subregions ·of the area. Sub
regions are delineated according to administrative breakdown, 

contiguity and location with respect to the mine (see Fig.4 

for the scheme of breakdown). Each submodel describes· in quite 

a detailed way agricultural economy of a subregion. The sub
models contain approx. 1700 variables and approx. 500 constra-

' . 

ints each. The main groups of variables describe: 
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1. Crops grown, 

2~ Livestock kept, 

3. Sales of crop products, 

4. Own consumption of crop products, 

5. Crop products for livestock feeding, 

6. Scales of livestock, 

7. Scales . of livestock products, 

8. Own consurnption of. livestock products, 

9. Livestock slaughter, 

10. Purchase of crop products for ·human consumption, 

11. Purchase of crop products for livestock feeding, 

·12. Purchase of livestock products. 

These vą_riables are subject to following groups of costraints: 

1. Land, crop retation and secondary crop, 

2 .• Crop product balances, 

3. Herd balances, 

4. Livestock 'product balances, 

5. Feed balances, 

6. Labour force balances, 

7. Pulling power balances, 

8. Fertilizer balances, 

9. Water balances (annual and peak period), 

10. Sales and purchase balances, 

11. Capital investment limits, 

12. Minimum income requirements~ 

Two objective . functions were maximized, alternately: 

1. Total agricultural net-income from subregional agriculture, 

2. Total agricultural subregional production yalue. 

There other criteria/agricultural trade balance of the region, 

protein trade balance, diet content trade balance) were trea

ted as ref erenc·e indices. 

The variables and constraints were classified according 

to the following aspects: 

a. crop types (16 various crops considered), 

b. soil qua li ty types ( 4 + permanent grassland) , 

c. crop technologies (3), 
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d. farm types (5), 

e. animals (7), 

f. husbandry technologies (2)'~ -

"" . , \... I • ,, .,,. __ ,,,__..--- ... ,, .. I, .,,, - 2.' 
I • ·S 'T ___ ----:-~, ~-
/ \ ł I • ' \ , ·. ·--fYlllllJ-l-uuuuu/14-- -i ' 

· ł ' 3 ' . ! \ • . lf : ·, I ·1 
\ , . \-·---✓,.. • ..( ', .. -·- ' . ·, 
~. 'J . I 

/~-- . ------- . _,, ,· 

g. fertilizer contients (4), 

h. sales and purchase markets (3). 

Fig.4. Outline of the 

breakdown into 

subregions 

f'lllZZZZZlmine 

-·-·-•-voivodship boundaries 

· - - - - - - subre:Jional .boundaries 
· not coinciding with 

those of voivoiships 

Within thus detailed specification _ the subrnodel are quite _a·c_cu

rate, but, simultaneously, rather large. They comrnunicate with 

the upper level, i.e. the maste~ model, representing a regional. 

policy centre, via a coordination procedure, Owsiński and Za

drożny (1985), see Fig.5. · 

MASTER 
MODEL 

resource ""'I//; 
allocatio~ • :: 

'\\ . _ resource 
- ~fficiences . 

I SUBMODEL1I . ł SUBMODEL71 

Regional · 
centre 

Subregions
-local farm 
type-systems 

Fig.5. Scheme of cooperation of the master model and the 

submodels. 

The master model is much smaller than the submodels. Its 

dimensions, however, are not uniquely defined 1 since they are 

established in the working of the coordination procedure. The 

master model operates on the - linearized - resource efficiercy 
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functions of the submodels, thereby determining optimal resource 

allocations to subregions (farm type· subsystems within subre

gions). Because of the model dimensions the coordination pro

cedure is not iterative, i.e. the above information exchange 

between levels is ~ot repeated. It occurs just once and an 

approximate solution is obtained. 

The master model contains descriptions of the subregional 

resource efficiency functions and certain constraints on regio

nally balanced resources, such as: infrastructural and produc-<'--" 

tive investments, credits for credit schemes, and water. It is 

with r ·espect to these resources that coordination is primarily 

performed. 

Model application 

SEMORA Bis meant to provide information for policy construc

tion. Directly, solutions of SEMORA Bon the subregional level, 

specify optimal production structures and product destinations. 

On the master model level values od 11 policy variables", i.e. 

certain resource allocations, are determined. Thus, it is po

ssible to construct functions relating incornes and production 

levels, to production and exchange structures and these to 

"policy variables". Evaluation of policies, can also account 

for other aspects, especially related to these resources,which 

are affected by the development. Thus, besides coordination, 

some post-optirnal analyses are performed. 

The above results and analyses obtained with SEMORA B can 

serve for elaboration of both internal and external policies. 

Internal policies are those which lie entirely within the sco

pe of control of the regional authority (notwithstanding their 

possibly varying efficiency) . There are, however, also exter

nal policies, oriented at persuading other as to certain items 

of common interest. As mentioned, the rnain local partner con

sidered .is rnining. Another important partner is the c~ntral 

planning body and central bugdet (finance ministry and planning 

commission). With respect to these two partners the local au

thority rnay, with the help of SEMORA B, determine potential 

losses or gains to regional agriculture, resulting from irnple

mentation of their respective policies. Thereby optimal direc-
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tions of inducing both partners can be defined. 

6. Model results and policy indications 

For the sake of shortness aną clarity only main features 

of solutions and policy indications and chosen directions of 

' analysis are presented. 

-· one of the main objectives of analysis, in view of the 

changes envisaged, w~s establishment o.f adequate agricultural 

income conditions. Their level is· decisive for the further fate 

of local agriculture. Several scenarios were tested, differing 

by assumptions as to potential wa ter defici t, crop decrease etc. 

It must be emphasized that simple maintenance of the present 

income levels is not sufficient to effectively limit labour 

force diversion from agric~lture to mining, since wages in new 

industries are, on the average, 2-3 times higher than agricul

tural incomes. Thus, it was shown with SEMORA B that some farm 

types may attain income .levels comparable with those. of indu

strial employment, while others cannot • . Attainment of lower irr 

come levels does not imply, of course, that labour diversion 

shall occur automatically. The greater the difference, howe~er, 

the more important this diversion. On the other handr attain

ment of comparable 'incomes by some farm types is conditioned 

by adequate · increase of capital investments · in these farms, 

_i.e. appropriat~ credits. For an overview of results with this 
- respect see Table 3. 

The counterpart of the income situation is the labour 

force situation. Analysis of this aspect of the regional agri

cultural system is insofar important as the labour force diyer

sion, already mentioned, is positively evaluated by some agri

cul tural economi.sts. The reasoning behind: agricul tural employ

ments are inefficient and unprofitable and there is too much 

labo~r force in agriculture. These opinions are formulated on 

the basis of a global assessment of labour force number, its 

theoretical productivity and actual produce • . The SEMORA B model 

applied the same parameters as those used in global assessnents. 

Since, however, the model solutions represent optimal . rather 

than average conditiońs, · it could be justly suspected that the 
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DESCRIPTION CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN FARMS 

OF Present 
SCENARIOS: .. level, 150 % 200 % 

100 % 

E-t fil NONE 2 2 4 
1-ł tll u · ~ A. 1 2 4 H 

- ~ ~ 
- ~ u 

Q fil B. o 1 2 
Q 

c:: 
~ P-4 c. o o 1 

i i 
u D. o o o 

Table 3. Nurnbers of farm types, out of the total of-5, in 

which incomes comparable to those in industry jobs 

can be obtained under optimum conditions : 

A: water cost increase with no deficit and crop 

decrease, (~ 
B: cost increase and water supply out by 30%, 

C: as A, with slight crop decrease, esp. in perma.nent 
grasslands, _ 

D: as B, with slight crop decrease, esp. in permanent 
grasslands. 

"idle manpower" would come out in these solutions even greater 

than in the global ._economic ~ssessment. This would provide ar

guments _for the mining side, which claims that ·labour diversicn 

helps in ratipnalization of agricultural production. Actual 

-results are achematically outlined-in Fig.6. 

The diagram shows that virtually the whole labour margin 

com.mes out of one farm type, i.e. small private farms, while 

the most promising farm type (No.3 in the ·diagram) is already 

suf f ering f rom the important lack of man power. Furthermore, i t 

should be emphasized· tpat quite a share of .manpower from the 

farm type 1 ·_are so called double-professionals, i.e. are also 

employed ·outside · agricul ture, which is caused by .income shc;,r-

. tag es . in ~_!:;mall f arms. Thus ,· even the margin indicated may in 
real.i ty be less.er. · 

\ 

Hence, wh~le it seems almost_ sure that certain diversion 

will oc~ur over the years to . come., unless appropriate policies 
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are undertaken, this diversion would have a negative effect 

on local agriculture. 

/labotll' 

----------labour force 

~-:--~-.equiret " :'" ' 

Agriculture es a whole Agriculture by farm types 

Fig. 6. RelatiÓn--of -a-ciual manpower to -manpower -r-equi.iements' 

in the regional agriculture, according to the SEMORA B 

results. 

Farm types: 1 • private farms <5 hectares, 

2. private farrns 5 to 10 hectares, 

3. private farms > 1 O hectares, 

4. cooperative farms, 

5. state farms. 

As already indicated, appropriate infrastructural invest

ments and credits productive investments may help in limiting 

and controlling the flow of labour from agriculture .to indu

stry. Simultaneously, such durable investments will make it 

easier in the future to make an agricultural come-back, if 

wished. Third, these ;i.nvestments will make it possible for 

fewer people to operate on the same agricultural area. Thus, 

. there is a synergie policy action of infrastructural and pro

ductive investments to be performed in the process. 

This direction has been taken, at least partially, by 

loca1· authorities. These are, however, some obstacles, stem

ming from the same ground as the agricultural difficulties, 

like e.g. lack of manpower. Because of that mainly land rec

lamation and water supply works are well underway. It seems 

that the policies adopted should be applied to themeselves in 
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order to make them applicable. 

Naturally, capital investments is not the only direction 

to go. Fig . 6 irnplies another way, i.e. that of labour force 

.shifts among farm types within agriculture. Such shifts can be 

performed in two manners: first by land, or even better, farm 

buying or renting, and second, by labour selling. Both these 

processes occur now, but not in volumes sufficient for offset

ting labour diversion and land abandonment. First of these 

processes · looks more prornissing, its enhancement, though, would 

require an action which is outside of the local authority power 

scope. Effici~ncy of an optima! policy of this kind is illustra

ted in Fig.7. 

G 

increase of total 
agricultural 
incorne, % 

s 40 

r · 

share of internally 
shifting labour, % 

Fig.7. Effects of an optimal labour shift policy within the 

regional agriculture. 

Thus, further managerial policy action would be needed 

in order to ensure a smooth transition period and secure and 

open return option. 

There is, though, another question, which was not addre

ssed in this modelling study, related to the effect. No.8 of 

the development, i.e. crop quality decrease. Namely, in view 

of increased loads of pollutants their contents in some crops 

may cause a decrease in price or even inhibit their selling 

for human conswnption. This question was not treated in detail, 

primarily because of ·1ack of data and of specification in the 

contract. Sorne preparatory work has been done, however, indi-
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cating . that in conditions of low efficiency of reforestation 

and forest-oriented economy, a change in crop specialization 

towards more industrial crops and products is feasible. This 

alternative, though, would have to be explored in more detail. 

7. Concluding remarks 

·~t is natural that a large~scale undertaking, having mul

tiple consequences, ifQplanted in a relatively economi•cally p:1s

sive region is hard to control fróm the regional level. Because, 
however, of magnitudes of possible losses and gains, an . attempt 

at making and implementation of appropriate regional policies 

has to be made, both in terms of own, internal, policies and 

external ones-oriented at other actors. 
A modelling study, even if modest in scope, like the one 

outlined here, can provide help in problem analysis and policy 
formulation. The two-level LP model .. SEMORA B,. app"iied here, has 

provided some policy indications , whose efficiency was judged 

to be adequate for the goals asswned. · Some of _these policies, 

though - 1 as it could be anticipated·, anyway - could not be car

ried out at the regional level. Further work on the subject 

will account therefore for both more developmental effects and 

for a wider range of policy levels. 
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DISCUSSIONS 

Paper by K.P. Moeller 

Discussions participants: D. Boekemann, G. Bianc~i , K.P. Moeller. 

The question of long-term irnplications o~ the modelling study 

results was analysed, especially from the point of view of the 

demographic situation. Thus, possible .changes of in-migration 

rates were discussęd together with their impact on both employ

ment ~nd demand, and with their dependence upon the appropriate 

legal regulations. It,turned ·out t~at the model can incorporate 

most of these aspects. 

Another question concerned the input/output core model used in 

the modelling study. This model was said to coritain 11 numeri

cally distinguished sectors. 

Paper by G. Bianchi 

Discussion participants: R. Espejo, L. Lacko, U. LOeser, 

G. Bianchi. 

First question concerned the region definitions used, i.e. the 

distinction of "physical" and "random" spatial units. Thus, the 

latter ones rnay not refer to physical compositi.on of space, and 

are often said to be formed arbitrary on some other premises, 

like e.g. states ;i.n the u.s.A. or regions · in Italy, but irres

pective of definitions such entities which are hierarchically 

located betwee-n the family and the state are to a large extent 

arbitrary determined. • 

Then the question on the kind of variables accounted for in 

factor arialysis was asked. There were 40 variables such as: 

numbers of university professors and of Rand D researchers, 

number of scientific journals, aćtivity in promotion of inter

national trade, etc. 

The last point concerned the IRPRT's role in allocation. of state 

funds to particular regions• •. Inasmuch as the allocation is a 

result of bargaining and negotiations, conflicts were said to 

be treated as a normal part of the planning procedure : Regional 

authori tie's are responsible for the conduct of negotiations, 
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and it is for their needs with that respect that IRPET prepares 

background information . 

. Paper by J. W. OWsiński 

Discussion participants: T. Vasko, L. Kairiukstis, G. Bianchi, 

S. Dresch, J. Owsiński. 

First, the question of the scope of agricultural restructuration 

admitted for in the model and proposed in results was taken up. 

The model can incorporate both the production profile changes 

and the shares and cooperation rules óf various producer types 

(state, cooperative and private farms). Of special importance 

is shaping of cooperation among the variously specializing pro

duoer types, which can importantly enhance both production and 

revenues. Another point of interest was optimum allocation of 

land among producers, involving different manners of land allo

cation. 

Environmental problems were also looked at, i.e. whether the 

model in question considers ·forests and surface water resources, 

and the pollution effects. The model accounts, as it turned out, 

for surface water whenever it can be used for agricultural pur

poses, but leaves out forests. As far as additional pollution is 

concerned, generated by the power plants, it was taken into con

sideration _through varying assumptions as to crop yields etc. 

In fact, additional pollution (emissions) proved to be lower 

than initially expected. As to the whole range of effects only 

a longer period of observation may allow firmer statements to 

be made. 

The case studied was said to be typical in sóme of its aspects 

(large-scale mining development, employrnent, infrastructure, 

land reclamation etc.), but also exceptional as to its magni

tude. Hence, some experiences from C~echoslova~ia, Fed. Rep. 

of Germany or German Dem. Rep. could be applied, but with very 

strict reservations. 
) 

The finał question concerned the role of the analysing group in 

the multi-party process. Quite naturally, being a technica1 · one, 

- it still has a very important bearing for the participants of 

this process. There is a variety of views on the subject and 
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the analysis could•not but corroborate, at least partly, some 

of them. 

Paper by T. Kawashima. 

This paper, as presented after the sessions, was not discussed. 












